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Helping the Industry Stay Safe,  
One Job Site at a Time

WORKSAFE PACKAGE
Pre-Construction Safety Review

A meeting is held with all contractors of the WORKSAFE project. 
During this meeting, hazardous activities are identified and 
questions are asked regarding how these hazards will be 
controlled. Best practices are determined and a plan of action 
is developed and forwarded to all contractors. Before interior 
subcontractors begin work, a second planning meeting can be 
added on longer projects for  an additional $100.00. 

Job Site Safety Surveys

Separate safety surveys are conducted on the WORKSAFE project 
by OSHA Consultation and Construction Safety Specialists, Inc. 
(CSSI).  While on the job site, CSSI safety consultants conduct 
a thorough assessment of all aspects of the site utilizing a state-
of-the-art Safety App / Reporting System developed and only 
utilized by CSSI representatives. Any hazards that need to be 
controlled are addressed and all site operations that were found 
to be in alignment with OSHA standards are noted.   

Project Recognition

An important component of the program is making a statement to 
the public that safety is important to everyone on the project.

• A WORKSAFE banner is provided to display at the job site
• WORKSAFE hard hat stickers are provided to all workers on 

the project
• A press release is prepared and sent to local media outlets 

(optional)
• WORKSAFE projects are recognized through MBI 

communications and listed on the CSSI website

WORKSAFE is the nation’s first safety program 
involving a public-private partnership.  The Iowa 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
(Iowa OSHA) and Master Builders of Iowa launched 
WORKSAFE in September 2012 by offering a safety 

service that is a customized approach, unique to each 
project, owner, and job site team.  WORKSAFE is a 

construction job site safety program that consists of 
pre-construction planning, job site surveys focused 
on preventing hazardous conditions from occurring, 

and job site recognition that safety is a top priority for 
all involved in the project.

For questions or to enroll a project, please contact Mark Wieland:
Mark@IowaCSSI.com / (515) 577-7622

Your company can upgrade your recognition from the “basic” WORKSAFE program to the Tiered Program.  
Your project can be recognized as a Bronze, Silver or Gold level project.  Each distinction comes with a set of 
requirements that the project must meet in order to hang the “tiered level” banner.  

Bronze Level:  Add $200 to package pricing - Minimum of 4 enrolled visits, of which 1 visit is unannounced; 
corrective actions need to be remediated / returned (with signatures and photo proof) within 48 hours 
of issuance; project required to have 3 best practices (in lieu of 2); minimum of at least one company 
representative onsite that has OSHA 30 certification or WORKSAFE Certified certification; minimum of at 
least 1 onsite training based upon visit findings.

Silver Level:  Add $400 to package pricing - Minimum of 6 enrolled visits, of which 2 visits are unannounced; 
corrective actions need to be remediated / returned (with signatures and photo proof) within 24 hours 
of issuance; project required to have 4 best practices (in lieu of 2); minimum of at least two company 
representatives onsite that have OSHA 30 certification or WORKSAFE Certified certification; minimum of at 
least 2 onsite trainings based upon visit findings; as well as require job-wide “stretch-and-flex” daily.

Gold Level:  Add $600 to package pricing - Minimum of 9 enrolled visits, of which 4 visits are unannounced; 
corrective actions need to be remediated / returned (with signatures and photo proof) within 8 hours 
of issuance; project required to have 5 best practices (in lieu of 2); minimum of at least two company 
representatives onsite that have OSHA 30 certification or WORKSAFE Certified certification; minimum of at 
least 3 onsite trainings based upon visit findings; as well as required job-wide “stretch-and-flex” daily. 

*Failure to maintain requirements (scoring average, turn-around time on corrective actions, trainings, etc.) OR a 
serious accident / near-miss accident, CAN cause a contractor’s status to be reviewed, and potentially knocked 
down a “level”, until corrective actions and/or new procedures are in place.

WORKSAFE CERTIFIED 
PROGRAM

WORKSAFE Certified is a safety training and awareness program 
that will enhance the knowledge base of job site supervisory 
personnel.  To become WORKSAFE Certified, individuals would 
need to satisfactorily complete a 2-day training curriculum that is 
primarily focused on hazard awareness and mitigation.  Some of 
the topics covered include – but are not limited to – pre-planning; 
excavations & trenching; demo & abatement; roofing & high 
elevation; electrical hazards; as well as corrective actions; OSHA 
Inspection Protocols and Hierarchy of Controls.  

Though this program is not meant to replace a 30 hour OSHA class, 
it does provide a higher degree of focus on construction-specific 
safety education and training.  The WORKSAFE Certified is also an 
important component of the new WORKSAFE Tiered Program (see 
below).

Fee: $750 per person

To request a WORKSAFE Certified Training, please contact Mark 
Wieland at Mark@IowaCSSI.com / (515) 577-7622.

TIERED PROGRAM
“One of the most intriguing aspects 
of WORKSAFE is the way safety 
professionals here at McComas-
Lacina Construction work with 
Iowa OSHA and MBI to create a 
customized safety approach for 
each construction project. This 
requires all parties to be involved 
at the beginning of the project 
to employ various ideas. This is 
especially important for owners 
(like the University of Iowa) who 
attract a wide range of contractors 
and helps to establish safety goals 
among all of the parties involved at 
the front-end of the project.”

- Mike Hahn, President
McComas-Lacina Construction

Iowa City, IA

“Since Graham Construction already 
utilizes many of the safety services 
provided by CSSI, it just made sense 
to incorporate WORKSAFE into our 
safety program. We have found that 
when WORKSAFE professionals 
come to our job sites, they strive 
to coach the workers, rather than 
condemn them if safety actions are 
not proper. This benefits all those 
involved in the project - from the 
owner to the construction worker. 
We look forward to continued 
support of the program.”

- Steve Hauschilt, President
Graham Construction Co.

Des Moines, IA


